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Ringwood School’s Behaviour policy 
 
 

“Good schools encourage good behaviour through a mixture of high expectations, clear 
policy and an ethos which fosters discipline and mutual respect between pupils, and 

between staff and pupils. Good behaviour is a necessary condition for effective teaching 
to take place." (DfE 2014) 

 

 

This policy has been reviewed in line with the 8 principles set out in the Single Equality 

Policy and an initial screening Equality Impact Assessment has been carried out. 

Ringwood School believes that every student has a right to equality as laid out by the 

Equality Act 2010. Students will not be discriminated against because of their: sex; race; 

disability; religion or belief; sexual orientation; because of a pregnancy/maternity or 

because of a gender reassignment.  

Ringwood School will ensure that when applying this policy, safeguarding and mental health 

will be taken into account and reasonable adjustments will be made for students with 

Special Educational Needs and Disabilities. 
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Behaviour policy 

1. Circulation  
 

This policy is addressed to all staff, all students and parents/carers. It also applies to the 
wider school community. A copy of this policy can be found on the school website.  
Parents/carers will be reminded of this on an annual basis through the school newsletters 
and through the website. 
This policy will be reviewed every 2 years, earlier if government legislation changes.  
A copy of Appendix 1 is in every classroom and on the school website.   
This policy can be made available in large print or other accessible format if required.  
 

2. Ethos and policy statement   
 

The Government grants schools the powers they need to provide a safe and structured 
environment in which all teachers have the right to teach and all students have the right to 
learn. All members of the Ringwood community: parents/carers, students, staff and 
governors, have an important role to play in ensuring that we share a commitment to 
fulfilling our aims, which are to: 
 
 

 

 

 
In order to achieve this we need to ensure Ringwood School is a happy, safe and successful 
school where our students thrive.  
 
As a school we believe that positive behaviour is achieved by:  
 

 An ethos of mutual respect and courtesy, where all members of the school community 

relate well to and with each other, and where effective and successful learning can take 

place 

 Strong relationships with parents/carers through regular contact to celebrate success 

and inform parents if a behaviour issue arises 

 Parents/carers encouraging their children to show respect and to support the school’s 

authority to discipline its students 

 The Leadership Team supporting the authority of their staff to discipline students and 

ensuring that this happens consistently across the school 

 Developing in all students a sense of fair discipline and acceptance of responsibility for 

their own actions 

 Using a code of classroom and school-wide behaviour conduct which is clear consistent 

and fair to all 

 Rewarding positive attitude, achievement, responsibility, contribution and behaviour 

 Learn all you can 

•  Achieve all you can 

•  Help others whenever you can  
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 Dealing with allegations against teachers and other school staff quickly, fairly and 

consistently in a way that protects the student and at the same time supports the 

person who is the subject of the allegation 

 Every teacher being active in managing and improving children’s behaviour  

 
3. Application 

 
The Governors and the Leadership Team intend that the school rules and the sanctions 

provided in this policy shall also, in appropriate circumstances, be capable of regulating the 

conduct of students when they are away from school premises, travelling to and from 

school and outside of the jurisdiction of the school, especially if they are identifiable as a 

student at the school.  Discipline beyond the school gate covers all non-criminal behaviour 

off the school site that is witnessed by a member of staff or reported to the school.  

This will normally be where the conduct in question could have repercussions for the 

orderly running of the school, affects the welfare of a member or members of the school 

community or a member of the public, or which brings the school into disrepute. 

In all these circumstances the Headteacher will also consider whether it is appropriate to 

notify the police.  School staff will also consider whether the misbehaviour may be linked to 

the child suffering, or being likely to suffer, significant harm.  In this school, the school will 

follow its safeguarding policy.  

 

4. Roles and Responsibilities  

Students: are expected to take responsibility for their own behaviour and will be made fully 

aware of the school policy, procedure and expectations. Students will also be encouraged to 

take responsibility for their social and learning environment making it both safe and 

enjoyable by reporting undesirable behaviour e.g. incidents of bullying and misbehaviour. 

Students will be taught how to behave well and attend school regularly and punctually. 

No student has the right to disturb the learning of others.  

Students will be consulted through Student Voice.  

Staff: including teachers, support staff and volunteers, will be responsible for ensuring that 

the policy and procedures are followed, and consistently and fairly applied.  

Mutual support amongst all staff in the consistent implementation of the policy is essential.  

Members of staff have a key role in advising the Leadership Team on the effectiveness of 

the policy and procedures.  

They also have responsibility, with the support of the Leadership Team, for creating a high 

quality learning environment, teaching positive behaviour for learning and implementing 

the agreed policy and procedures consistently. 
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The Headteacher supported by the Leadership Team will provide the policy that 
encourages excellent behaviour, positive behaviour for learning, regular attendance and 
discourages bullying. The Headteacher and the Leadership Team will be responsible for the 
implementation and day to day management of the policy and procedures.  
 
Governors: The Governing Body will establish, in consultation with the Leadership Team, 

how this policy is promoted and communicated to ensure the desired behaviour and keep it 

under review. It will ensure that this is communicated to students and parents/carers, is 

non-discriminatory and the expectations are clear.  

Governors will support the school in maintaining high standards of desired behaviour of 

students and staff and through the decisive part they play in the appointment of staff.  

Parents and carers:  Parents play a crucial role in shaping the attitudes which produce good 
behaviour in schools. We therefore endeavour to keep parents `informed’ at every 
opportunity and encourage them to take full advantage of all appropriate formal and 
informal ways of communication with our school. 
It is assumed that all parents whose children enter Ringwood School are prepared to accept 
these sanctions and to support the staff in maintaining high standards of discipline and 
respect for others. 
We aim to keep parents informed about progress and successes: where problems arise we 
want to involve them in finding the right solution. Parents are encouraged to contact their 
child’s tutor or progress leader for pastoral concerns and their child’s subject teacher for 
subject concerns.  
Parents and carers will be expected, encouraged and supported to take responsibility for 

the behaviour and attendance of their child both inside and outside the school. The school 

will encourage parents/carers to work in partnership with the school to assist it in 

maintaining high standards of desired behaviour for learning and attendance by: 

 Ensuring that their child goes to school, on time and properly equipped 

 Support the school policies and guidelines for behaviour and discipline 

 Letting the school know about concerns or problems that might affect their child’s work 

or behaviour  

 Contacting the school in a calm and appropriate manner 

 Taking an interest in the work their child does and encouraging high personal standards 

 Providing conditions that support and encourage home learning and other opportunities 

for independent learning 

 Attending parent consultation evenings and other appropriate meetings organised by 

the school 

 Asking the school for help e.g. parenting advice and courses 

The Governing Body, Leadership Team and staff will ensure there is no differential 

application of the policy and procedures on any grounds, particularly ethnic or national 

origin, culture, religion, gender, disability or sexuality. They will also ensure that the 

concerns of students are listened to, and appropriately addressed.  
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5. Teaching and Learning 

Ringwood School recognises that there are links between the content and delivery of the 

curriculum and the motivation and behaviour of students.  

As a school we aim to ensure: 

 All students have a relevant and stimulating curriculum to meet their needs 

 Staff are aware of the individual needs of students and plan their lessons accordingly 

 Development of students’ behaviour for learning skills are taught through tutor time and 

Life Choices, with Learn to Learn (L2L) in Year 8 

 All students develop a resilience to their learning and gain a positive mind set approach 

to their learning 

 That students develop social and emotional skills through Life choices and work within 

tutor time 

 Through life choices, SMSC and fundamental British values, we promote values that 

enable our students to become independent, responsible, tolerant and respectful 

In addition, all staff also have the responsibility of promoting these skills through their 

lessons.  

 

6. Student conduct 

Ringwood School has high expectations for student behaviour and student behaviour for 

learning. 

Behaviour is student conduct on and around the school site and community. 

The School expects that students will display outstanding behaviour by:  

 Being polite, courteous and helpful to all members of the school community, modelling 
good manners and integrity at all times 

 Showing respect for other people, their property and opinions, whilst in school and 
whilst representing the school 

 Being positive and getting involved 

 Wearing school uniform correctly, with pride both in school and to and from school 

 Following the requests and instructions of staff at all times 

 Behaving in a manner which protects the health, safety and well-being of themselves 
and others i.e. no smoking, no physical contact and making healthy food and drink 
choices 

 Asking for help when needed 

 Talking about problems with staff before they escalate out of proportion 

 Maintaining the school’s good reputation at all times 

 Taking pride in the school site and appearance by respecting all school property and 
keep the school free from gum, litter, graffiti and damage 

 Moving around the school site in a calm and quiet manner 

 Keeping mobile technology switched off and out of site when on the school site or 
school trips, unless permission is given by a member of staff to use the technology.  
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 Not using any social networking site to make negative comments about other students 
or members of staff in the school 

 Not using mobile technology or any other form of media e.g. social networking sites to 
make negative comments about other students or staff including taking photographs of 
others without their permission 

 
Behaviour for learning is the behaviour that a student needs in order to learn effectively 

and make great progress. In a classroom, Behaviour for learning is the active engagement of 

students, where they are stretched and challenged academically, but through learnt 

resilience and a positive mind set enjoy and achieve due to their focus, efforts and 

participation.  

The School expects that students will display outstanding behaviour for learning by:  

 Not disrupting the learning of other students 

 Be actively engaged in their learning by working hard and achieving their very best both 
in classwork and home learning 

 Showing resilience and a positive attitude towards work that is initially challenging 

 Bringing all books and materials appropriate to lessons each day 

 Keeping all work, home learning and controlled assessments up-to-date  

 Attending school regularly (with a target of over 95%) and on time, unless genuinely ill 

 Catching up on any missed work due to absence 

 Not using mobile phones in lessons unless asked to do so to support learning by the 
teacher in class 

 
 

7. CCTV 

Ringwood School has CCTV operational in several key areas of the school. 

 

8. Student Support 

All students at Ringwood School have access to a support network in school. Students with 

concerns can speak to any member of staff and can see their tutor, Progress Leader or 

Student Support before school, at break, at lunch time or after school.  

Within Ringwood School we also have trained counsellors that students can be referred to. 

Our attendance officer also provides support with maintaining high levels of attendance and 

punctuality.  Students with behavioural issues are identified and are given extra support to 

help them manage their behaviour in school.  

Behaviour and behaviour for learning is addressed through all lessons, through life choices, 

and through assemblies with Progress Leaders and Senior Staff.  

Where a student has a serious educational or behavioural problem, referral to our SENCO or 
Pastoral Lead will occur as well as potentially seeking advice from external agencies, 
including alternative provision providers, Early Hub, CAMHS, Educational Psychologists, 
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Social Services, Child Protection Team, local police, New Forest Attendance Panel, our 
feeder schools and GPs. 
 

9. Rewarding 

We believe that students thrive on encouragement and that achievement and high 

standards should be rewarded. At Ringwood School, students are rewarded for a multitude 

of reasons.  

For outstanding behaviour, including:  

 Positive behaviour 

 Representing the school 

 Contributing to the community  

 SMSC contributions 

 Helping others 

 Being a great citizen 

For behaviour for learning, including: 

 Outstanding classwork and home learning 

 Active and positive engagement in lessons 

 Demonstrating the 5Rs of lifelong learning – Readiness, Resourcefulness, Resilience, 

Responsibility and Reflection 

 Assessment performance 

 Outstanding progress checks 

 100% attendance 

Ringwood School understands that rewards can be more effective than consequences in 

motivating students and aims to recognise positive behaviour wherever possible. Praise and 

encouragement should far outweigh the frequency of consequences.  

Positive behaviour for learning is encouraged, recognised and rewarded. Ringwood School is 

committed to promoting and rewarding positive behaviour and may do so in many ways 

including: 

 Verbal praise 

 Encouraging language and non-verbal cues  

 Praise points  

 Telephone calls home 

 Postcards home from departments, tutors and Progress Leaders 

 Praise letters 

 Certificates 

 Colours 

 Celebration breakfasts 

 Termly celebration assemblies 
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 Celebration evenings 

 
 

10. Use of disciplinary sanctions 

Sanctions are designed to promote positive behaviour and attendance rather than as a 
consequence to poor behaviour choices.  The greater part of our effort should be 
encouraging good behaviour rather than sanctioning bad behaviour. A clear distinction 
needs to be made between minor and more serious offences and a clear distinction in the 
consequences.  Students need to be aware that the failure to rectify a particular behaviour 
trait leads to consequences. 
 

Ringwood School understands that the use of sanctions must be consistent, reasonable and 

proportionate to the circumstances of the case and that account must be taken of a range 

of individual student needs in determining the appropriate use of such sanctions, including 

the student's age, any special educational needs or disability and any religious requirements 

affecting the student.  

Our School’s Behaviour for Learning policy has the following range of disciplinary sanctions 

that may be implemented as appropriate and are not necessarily incremental, e.g.: a first 

offence could lead to any one of the actions stated below:  

 Reminders and warnings as appropriate by staff  

 Use of seating plans 

 Requesting that a student’s diary is placed on the member of staff’s desk 

 Use of on-call  

 Use of buddy rooms to withdraw a student from a lesson 

 Class teacher, tutor and Progress Leader detentions at lunch time 

 Subject and Progress Leader detentions after school (3.20-4.20pm) 

 Leadership Team detentions after school on a Friday (3.20-5.00pm) 

 Detentions may be set on INSET days if appropriate 

 Tiered report card system 

 Individual Pastoral Support Plans or behaviour contracts 

 Confiscation of banned items 

 Internal isolation – students are expected to work in isolation for the day at a given desk, 
hand over their mobile phone, complete all work set to a high standard, and complete 
reflection and support work.  

 Extended days – through an early start (8am) and a late finish (5pm). This is usually 
completed alongside internal isolation.  

 Alternate Provision for Learning 

 Twilight timetables  

 Fixed term exclusions  

 Managed Move to an alternate school – short term and permanent  

 Alternative education provision (offsite)  

 Permanent exclusions.  
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We seek to investigate serious incidents in an open and transparent manner. We will inform 
and involve parents/carers in these investigations as much as possible, though we ask 
parents/carers to understand that it may not always be practical or possible to contact them 
at the outset of an investigation. Behaviour incidents are recorded on SIMS by staff and 
monitored by Progress Leaders, Subject Leaders and the Leadership Team.  
 
Ringwood School recognises that strong relationships between school and parents/carers 

are vital to support improving behaviour.  For after school detentions, we will provide 24 

hours notice, through recording in the student’s dairy and a phone call home to inform 

parents.   Where appropriate and possible parental approval maybe gained by telephone to 

detain students earlier (e.g. on the same day).  The school does not require parental 

permission to keep students after school, however as we strongly value our relationships 

with our parents/carers we recognise the courtesy of 24 hours notice to maintain these 

strong relationships. Where students travel using school transport (e.g. bus, taxi) parents 

are responsible for making alternative transport arrangements if students are required to 

stay after school. 

In all cases of misconduct, including those outside of the school, the assistant Headteacher 

will consider whether the police or youth crime prevention team should be notified of the 

incident and the disciplinary action taken. The police and parents/carers will always be 

informed where the student's behaviour is criminal or poses a serious threat to a member of 

the public. Where behavioural issues give cause to suggest that a child is suffering or is likely 

to suffer significant harm, the school's safeguarding and child protection procedures will be 

followed.  

Strategies to avoid continued poor behaviour:  

 Developing the students’ understanding and practice of appropriate social behaviour 

 Providing opportunities for individual students to have additional support and guidance 

e.g. mentor, emotional, literacy support social skills group, timetable modification, and 

the behaviour support team 

 Implementation of a Pastoral Support Plan or behaviour support plan 

 Liaising with external organisations to provide further curriculum intervention and/or 

social and emotional support 

 Co-ordinating individual education planning meetings 

 

11. Anti-bullying 

Ringwood School believes there is no justification whatsoever for bullying behaviour and it 

should not be tolerated in any form. Every student has a right to enjoy his/her learning and 

leisure time free from bullying and as a school, it will not tolerate any behaviour that causes 

distress to any member of its community. 

Bullying is a repeated action that is intended to cause someone else harm or upset. This can 

take place in a number of ways: 
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 Physical violence 

 Pushing and shoving 

 Name calling or ‘teasing’ 

 Extortion (forcing someone to give up money or belongings) 

 Intimidation (making someone frightened because of threats) 

 Pressure by a person, or a group, to do something an individual feels is wrong 

 Isolating a person by deliberately ignoring him/her and excluding him/her from the 

group of friends 

 Homophobic name calling or actions 

 Transphobic name calling or actions 

 Religious based abuse  

 Racism 

 Sexism  

 Cyberbullying (by mobile technology, social networking sites etc.) 

 Disablist comments or actions 

 
Measures and strategies taken to prevent all forms of bullying amongst students:  

The school will take seriously and investigate any incidents of bullying or intimidation which 

a student reports. Appropriate sanctions will be put in place and restorative approaches will 

be applied where appropriate. Students will be offered support in order to ensure their 

well-being (see anti-bullying policy).  

Strategies adopted to prevent bullying include:  

 Focused assemblies  

 Tutor time activities  

 Citizenship and Life Choices work in tutor time and lesson time 

 Peer mentoring programme  

 Targeted intervention for specific students / groups of students  

 

12. Child protection  
 
The Designated safeguarding lead or deputy safeguarding leads should be consulted in all 
cases involving child protection.  
 
 

13. Exclusion 

The school will follow government guidance on exclusions, unless there is a good reason to 

depart from it. The school aims to operate within the principles of fairness and natural 

justice. Please see the school’s Exclusions policy. 
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In very serious cases, and in accordance with LEA and National policies, it may be necessary 
to exclude a child. The exclusion will either be for a set period of time, or permanently, with 
parent’s right of representation to the governing body. 
 
In keeping with our philosophy of inclusion, students will be reintegrated into mainstream 
school for all or part of their timetable as soon as appropriate following a successful 
reintegration meeting. 
 
 
 

14. Ringwood School is a Drug Free Zone 

Possession or use of illegal drugs is not tolerated in our establishment; neither will any drug 
related behaviour which may damage the learning environment or endanger others in our 
community. Everyone connected with the school community needs to know that the 
consequences of such conduct are exclusion. 
 

15. Attendance and punctuality 

For a child to reach their full educational achievement, a high level of school attendance is 

essential.  We are committed to providing an education of the highest quality for all our 

students and endeavour to provide an environment where all students feel valued and 

welcome.  Parents / carers and students play an important part in making our school so 

successful.  Every child has a right to access the education to which he/she is entitled.  

Parents / carers and teachers share the responsibility for supporting and promoting 

excellent school attendance and punctuality for all. 

It is our duty to consistently strive to achieve a goal of 100% attendance for all children.  

Every opportunity will be used to convey to students and parents / carers the importance of 

regular and punctual attendance. 

For our children to take full advantage of the educational opportunities offered, it is vital 

your child is at school, on time, every day the school is open, unless the reason for the 

absence is unavoidable.  The routines children develop around attendance and punctuality 

at school are the same as the expectations of any future employer in the world of work.  

High attainment, confidence with peers and staff, and future aspirations depend on good 

attendance. 

 

16. Use of electronic devices 

Students are responsible for ensuring that they use ICT (including mobile devices) in an 

appropriate manner both on and off the school site.  

Ringwood School’s policy is that mobile technology should be switched off when on the 

school site, unless instructed by a member of staff to use it to support their learning in class. 

The internet is provided for students to support learning, conduct research and 

communicate with others. Access is a privilege, not a right and all students are expected to 
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use the access provided responsibly. Individual users of the internet are responsible for their 

behaviour, and communications over the network, including via email and must be carried 

out in an appropriate manner. Students must not use their own devices to establish ad hoc 

networks or hotspots. 

Staff may review students’ files and communications to ensure that users are using the 

system responsibly. Students should not share anything on the network which is not school-

related (e.g. images, music, videos).  

During school, teachers will guide students toward appropriate materials. Outside of school 

parents/carers have responsibility for this guidance. 

The following are not permitted when using the school network during school time or from 

home: 

1. Sending or displaying offensive messages or pictures 

2. Using obscene language 

3. Harassing or insulting others 

4. Damaging computers, computer systems or computer networks 

5. Violating copyright laws 

6. Using or attempting to change other students’ passwords 

7. Trespassing in others’ folders, work or files 

8. Installing any form of ‘spyware’ onto the school system 

9. Intentionally deleting other students’ work 

 
Ringwood School recognises that “Cyber bullying” is a form of bullying and is therefore 
unacceptable and won’t be tolerated (see Anti-bullying policy). Incidents of Cyber bullying 
will be dealt with through mediation, working with students and parents. 
 
The school works closely with the ‘safer internet’ team (police) and will seek advice and 
support from them if necessary. 
 
Access to social media sites are not permitted or accessible through the school network or 

school Wi-Fi. Students accessing these sites are doing so through their own mobile devices 

and against school policy of not using mobile devices on the school site.  

 
17. Support Systems  

 
Support systems for staff 
 
Support must be available for staff who feel they need it. Initially this should be provided by 
the Subject Leader. More serious incidents will involve the Progress Leader or member of 
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Leadership Team. Ways to support staff experiencing difficulties with students should be 
discussed by Subject Leaders with their Line Manager. Regular CPD on behaviour and 
attendance is provided, particularly to new staff who are appointed to the school, so that 
consistency is maintained. 
 
Support Systems for Students 
 
Students most at risk are identified by such means as weekly line management meetings 
with Progress Leaders, review and report information and close monitoring of data linked to 
behaviour and motivation. PSPs (Pastoral Support Plans) will be the primary tool to support 
students at risk of exclusion. 
The school operates many forms of in-school support to ensure students’ needs are met.  
This can be through classroom teachers, tutors and Progress Leaders. The Hive provides an 
in-school support base for students, where practical strategies and intervention can be 
provided by an experienced team. This support can be for a wide range of needs including 
emotional well-being, learning needs, behaviour and attendance.  
 
Support for Parents  
 
Same day phone calls for absence tells parents that unauthorised absence is taken seriously 
or when necessary establishes the child is safe. Parents may also benefit from some of the 
training staff receive in behaviour and attendance. Good practice includes offering voluntary 
parenting courses. Parents know that they are welcomed into school to share concerns 
about students. 
 
 

18. Communication policy 
 
Ringwood School has a communication policy, to ensure parental contact is appropriate.  
The governing body of Ringwood School encourages close links with parents and the 
community. It believes that students benefit when the relationship between home and 
school is a positive one.  
 
The vast majority of parents and others visiting our school are keen to work with us and are 
supportive of the school. However, on the rare occasions when a negative attitude towards 
the school is expressed, this can result in aggression, verbal and or physical abuse to include 
use of intimidating language online towards members of school staff or the wider school 
community.  
 
The governing body expects and requires its members of staff to behave professionally in 
these difficult situations and attempt to defuse the situation where possible, seeking the 
involvement as appropriate of other colleagues.  
However, the school expects that all members of staff have the right to work without fear of 
violence, abuse and intimidation (verbally and in writing) and the right, in an extreme case, 
of appropriate self-defence.  
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We expect parents and other visitors to behave in a respectful and reasonable way towards 
members of school staff both face to face and by telephone or in writing. All members of 
the school community have a right to expect that the school is a safe place in which to work 
and learn.  
 
 

19. Student Conduct Outside of School 
 
Should misbehaviour outside of Ringwood School be reported, the school may feel it 
appropriate to use sanctions. Specifically this would be if the behaviour has an impact on 
the orderly running of the school, threaten a member of the school body or public, or 
adversely affect the reputation of the school.  
 
Such sanctions could apply to inappropriate behaviour on journeys to and from school, 
including on all forms of school transport.  
 
 

20. Screening and searching 

Ringwood School searches students in line with the “Searching, Screening and confiscation – 

Advice for Headteachers, School staff and Governing Bodies” (DfE - Feb 2014).  

Informed consent: The school staff may search a student with their consent for any item.  

The ability to give consent may be influenced by the students’ age or other factors. 

If a member of staff suspects that a student has a banned item in his / her possession, they 

can instruct the student to turn out his or her pockets or bag. If the student refuses, 

sanctions will be applied in accordance with this policy.  

Searches without consent: In relation to prohibited items, as defined below, the 

Headteacher, and staff authorised by the Headteacher, may search a student or a student's 

possessions, without their consent, where they have reasonable grounds for suspecting that 

a student has a prohibited item in their possession.  

Prohibited items: knives or weapons, alcohol, illegal drugs, tobacco / cigarettes / cigarette 

papers, matches / lighters and e-cigarettes, fireworks, pornographic images, stolen items 

and any other items as defined as such from time to time or that may cause injury to or a 

person or school property.  

This list may be amended to include additional items without prior notice.  

Searches generally: If staff believe a student is in possession of a prohibited item, it may be 

appropriate for a member of staff to carry out one or more of the following:  

• A search of outer clothing 

• A search of school property, e.g. students' lockers 

 • A search of personal property (e.g. bag or pencil case) 
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Searches will be conducted in line with Article 8 of the European Convention on Human 

Rights, so that they are in such a manner as to minimise embarrassment or distress. Any 

search of a student or their possessions will be carried out in the presence of the student 

and another member of staff. Where a student is searched, the searcher and the second 

member of staff present will where possible be the same gender as the student. Where the 

staff find anything which they have reasonable grounds for suspecting is a prohibited item, 

they may seize, retain and dispose of that item as appropriate in accordance with the DfE 

guidance Screening, Searching and Confiscation (DfE-00056-2011).  

Where there is a repeated allegation of concerns raised about a student’s possession of a 

prohibited item depending upon the severity, the police may be called and their assistance 

requested. 

 

 

21. Confiscation of Property 
 
Ringwood School will confiscate student property (in line with legal guidance) if it is felt the 
property is harmful or detrimental to school discipline or is inappropriate for school. 
Property will either be returned to the student at a later date, returned to parents or 
disposed of following discussion with either the parent or student. If the property is illegal in 
any way, then the police will be involved. 
 

 

22. Use of reasonable force 

On occasions it may be appropriate for a member of staff to use reasonable force.  Any use 

of force by staff will be reasonable, proportionate, lawful and in line with the school’s 

Restrictive Physical Intervention Policy.  

Reasonable force will be used in accordance with the DfE guidance “Use of Reasonable 

Force: advice for Headteachers, Staff and Governing Bodies” (DfE- 00060-2011) and only 

when immediately necessary and for the minimum time necessary to prevent a student 

from doing or continuing to do any of the following:  

• committing a (criminal) offence  

• injuring themselves or others  

• causing damage to property, including their own  

• engaging in any behaviour prejudicial to good order and discipline at the school or among 

any of its students, whether that behaviour occurs in a classroom or elsewhere 

Where restraint is used, staff would take into account any disability or Special Educational 

Need of the student.   The restraint is recorded in writing and the student's parents will be 
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informed about serious incidents involving the use of force. Force is never used as a form of 

punishment.  

 

23. Malicious allegations against staff  

Where a student makes an accusation against a member of staff and the accusation is 

shown to have been deliberately invented or malicious, the Headteacher will consider 

whether to take disciplinary action in accordance with this policy. Where such an allegation 

is made, appropriate support will be provided to the member(s) of staff affected. 

 

 

24. Monitoring behaviour 

The school will evaluate and monitor performance:  
 
• Annually by the assistant Headteacher responsible for the pastoral care, in liaison and 
dialogue with the Headteacher and Leadership team and through the governors’ committee  
• Through annual and ongoing dialogue with students throughout the year via individual 
meetings with students and through student voice 
• Through annual monitoring by the assistant Headteacher of the rewards systems to 
ensure consistency and effectiveness  
 
By evaluating the success of the policy the school will consider to what extent:  
• Students demonstrate positive respect for others 
• Students demonstrate high levels of a positive attitude and effort in their studies 
• Students demonstrate good attendance 
 
 

25. Consultation Monitoring and Evaluation  
 

The policy is most effective when consultation takes place between the governing body, 

Headteacher, parents and carers. Students will be consulted through Student Voice. There is 

an opportunity to discuss our behaviour expectations with students in tutor time and 

lessons. 
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This policy should be read in conjunction with the following documentation: 

Acceptable use of ICT policy 

Attendance policy  

Communication policy 

Equality policy 

Exclusion policy 

Mobile technology policy  

Prevention of Bullying policy 

Privacy notice for students  

Safeguarding policy 

SEND policy 

Supporting students with medical needs policy  

 

With DFE Guidelines on: 

Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights  

Behaviour and Discipline in schools - 2016 

Education Act - 2011 

Education and Inspections Act 2006 – section 89 

Searching, screening and confiscation: advice for ‘schools - 2014 

The use of reasonable force – 2013  

 

And alongside: 

British Values at Ringwood School 

Curriculum policy 

Relationships and sex education policy  

SMSC policy  

Teaching, learning, assessment and home learning policy 
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Appendix one: Behaviour for Learning at Ringwood School 16-17 

At Ringwood School we pride ourselves in having a postive and supportive climate for 
learning where all students enjoy lessons and achieve together. However, on occasions it 
may be necessary to challenge students for low level disruption, lack of engagement or 
unacceptable behaviour which may prevent themselves and others from making progress.  
If this is the case, the following sanctions will apply:  

Warning given for low level disruption / lack of 
engagement with class work. 

Student diary on the teacher’s desk. 

On going further poor behaviour / lack of 
engagement with class work. 
Inappropriate use of a mobile phone. 
3 strikes on uniform. 

Class teacher / tutor detention at lunchtime 12.55-
1.15pm (20 mins). 
Recorded in student diary for parents/carers to 
sign. 

Persistent poor behaviour / lack of engagement in 
one lesson. 

Sent to department buddy room – student must 
return to their class teacher at the end of lesson. 
Phone call home and recoded in diary. 
Subject Leader detention after school (60mins). 

Refusal to go to the Buddy Room. 
Refusal to hand over mobile phone. 

Sent to on-call and phone call home. 
Extended day until 5pm. 

Persistent poor behaviour / lack of engagement 
over 3+ lessons. 
Failure to attend class teacher detention. 

Department report card for 2 weeks. 
Phone call home and recorded in diary.  
Subject Leader detention after school (60mins). 

Persistent poor behaviour / lack of engagement in 
3+ subject areas. 
More than 3 lates in a week.  
On-going defiance around the school site e.g. 
home learning or uniform (6 strikes/half term) 

G&A detention. 
Pastoral Support Plan begins which includes 
parents / carers coming into school for a meeting. 

On-going persistent poor behaviour / lack of 
engagement in many subject areas. 
Consistent failure to improve punctuality. 
Failure to attend Subject Leader / G&A detention. 
9+ uniform strikes in a half term. 

 
Leadership detention (90 mins). 

Behaviour is significantly inappropriate or 
offensive. 
Persistent defiance across the school. 
Failure to attend Leadership DT. 

 
Isolation (s) and extended day until 5pm. 

 
- If you have incorrect uniform, this will be recorded on your uniform card and you will be asked to 
rectify this immediately.  If you are unable to, you will be sent to on-call to change.  If you choose 
not to do this, you will be isolated from lessons and from your peers until your uniform is correct.   
-Warnings will be proportionate and can be given for a range of reasons including: behaviour limiting 
progress, disruption in class, lateness to lessons, failure to bring equipment.  Not all examples are 
listed here and staff have discretion to make the final decision. 

• Staff will set a positive climate for learning.  
• Student diaries will be on each desk.  

• Positive relationships will be built to support behaviour management strategies 
 


